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The Power of Multiplication
One of the best books I’ve ever read was Robert Coleman’s Master
Plan of Evangelism. Though a short read, Coleman outlines Jesus’
strategy to reach the world. Jesus invested most of His time into
training and developing 12 men who would carry on His work after
He was gone.
Jen and I have used this book with countless students in our effort to
develop leaders who would invest their time multiplying themselves into
others who would in turn do the same. The result is an exponential increase
of laborers and growth of His kingdom.
For the last few years, Jen and I have been involved in launching ethnic
movements throughout our region (CA, AZ and Hawaii). We started when we
were at UC Davis and have continued in our current role as Ethnic Ministry
Directors. Growth has been slow and steady but we see signs of the power of
multiplication taking effect.
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Just a few years ago, we created a new team that in 3 years, has started
Destino ministries at Cal State Long Beach and Cal State Fullerton. Last
month, students from those ministries spent their spring break at Cal State
San Bernardino, reaching out to students and seeking to start a new Destino
ministry on that campus.
Alice Cordova, a part time staff member with Destino who was involved as a
student at Long Beach State, said “I had never
been part of launching of a movement before
and I realized that this time I wasn't just
sharing my faith but instead I was being
intentional about the people I wanted to
connect with. I didn't just want to give away a
flyer but engage in memorable conversations
with people to be able to identify students who
could perhaps become potential leaders to
help carry the newborn movement.”
After two days of engaging with students on
campus, Alice explained that “we did followup calls and texts to remind students to join us
for free lunch at the very first Destino info meeting.” Amazingly, over 20
students showed up to that meeting to hear about the vision for Destino and 8
students stayed afterward to learn how they could be a part of helping to start
Destino at Cal State San Bernardino. In the weeks that have passed, this group
of students has continued to meet and get to know each other. Destino is well
on its way to becoming an "official" organization on campus.
Praise God for what He is doing in seeing more movements launched to reach
students of every culture. Thank you for your partnership in reaching students
and please pray with us for Destino at Cal State San Bernardino!

